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DISCLAIMER
THIS PRESENTATION AND ITS CONTENTS ARE CONFIDENTIAL AND ARE NOT FOR RELEASE, PUBLICATION OR DISTRIBUTION, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, IN OR INTO OR FROM THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, CANADA, AUSTRALIA, JAPAN,
NEW ZEALAND OR ANY JURISDICTION WHERE SUCH DISTRIBUTION IS UNLAWFUL.
This presentation, which includes oral statements made at the presentation hereof and any material distributed in connection with this presentation (together, the “Presentation”), contains confidential information regarding Montana Aerospace AG (the “Company”) and each of its subsidiaries and
affiliates (jointly referred to as the “Group”) and is being provided to you on a confidential basis. This Presentation has been prepared for information purposes and may in particular not be used in making any investment decision. This Presentation and its contents are solely for your information
on a confidential basis and may not be reproduced, distributed, published, passed on or disclosed, in whole or in part, by any medium or in any form, to any other person or used for any other purpose, without the prior written consent of the Company. Any copyrights which may derive from this
Presentation shall remain with the Company. Without limitation, copies of this Presentation may not be sent to countries, or distributed in or sent from countries, in which this is barred or prohibited by law. If you have received this Presentation and you are not an interested party or are not
otherwise permitted by law to receive it, you must return it immediately to the Company.
This Presentation has been prepared by the Company and includes information obtained from third party sources. This Presentation is intended to provide a general overview of the Group’s business and does not purport to deal with all aspects and details regarding the Company and the
Group. The information and opinions contained in this Presentation do not purport to be comprehensive and are provided as at the date of this Presentation or as of the date specified herein. Certain financial information (including percentages) in this Presentation may have been rounded
according to commercial standards. As a result, the aggregate amounts may not correspond in all cases to the aggregated amounts of the underlying (unrounded) figures appearing elsewhere in this Presentation. The information in this Presentation is of an abbreviated nature and may be
subject to updating, revision and amendment, and may change materially.
Certain financial data included in this Presentation consists of non-IFRS financial measures. These non-IFRS financial measures may not be comparable to similarly titled measures presented by other companies, nor should they be construed as an alternative to other financial measures
determined in accordance with IFRS. You are cautioned not to place undue reliance on any non-IFRS financial measures and ratios included herein. This presentation does not purport to contain all information required to evaluate the Group and/or its financial position. Certain financial
information in this presentation is unaudited. None of the Company, the Group, or any other person has independently verified the information contained in this Presentation. No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is given as to the accuracy, fairness or completeness of
the information, opinions, projections or estimates given or contained in this Presentation and no liability is accepted for any such information or opinions or for any errors or omissions or any loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from use of this Presentation or its contents or otherwise
arising in connection therewith. None of the Company, the Group, or any other person is under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained in this Presentation or to correct any inaccuracies which may become apparent, and any opinions expressed herein are subject to
change without notice. The Company reserves the right to amend or replace the Presentation at any time, and undertakes no obligation to provide the recipients with access to any additional information. Nothing in this Presentation is, or should be relied upon as, a promise or representation as
to the future.
This Presentation contains specific forward-looking statements, beliefs or opinions, which are based on management’s current beliefs, expectations and projections about future events and operational performance. These statements may contain terms like “potential”, “believe”, “assume”,
“anticipate”, “expect”, “forecast”, “project”, “may”, “could”, “might”, “target”, “estimate”, “will” or similar expressions. All statements other than statements of historical facts included in this Presentation, including, without limitation, those regarding the Company’s financial position, business
strategy, plans, intentions, beliefs, objectives and expectations of management for future operations and transactions are forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking statements are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may result in a substantial
divergence between the actual results, financial situation, development or performance of the Company from those explicitly or implicitly presumed in these statements. Past developments cannot be relied on as a guide to future developments. You should not place undue reliance on forwardlooking statements, which speak of the date of this Presentation. In addition, forward-looking statements are not intended to give any assurances as to future results and statements regarding past trends should not be taken as a representation that they will continue in the future. The Company,
the Group,and their respective directors, officers, employees, shareholders, affiliates, agents and advisers each expressly disclaim any obligation or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statements contained herein to reflect any change in the Company’s
expectations or any change in the events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based, unless otherwise required by law.
Further, this Presentation may include market share and industry data obtained by the Company from industry publications and surveys. The Company may not have access to the facts and assumptions underlying the numerical data, market data and other information extracted from public
sources and neither the Company, the Group, nor any of their respective directors, officers, employees, shareholders, affiliates, agents and advisers are able to verify such information, and assume no responsibility for the correctness of any such information. Accordingly, undue reliance should
not be placed on any of the numerical or market data contained in this Presentation.
This Presentation does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, an offer or invitation or inducement or solicitation of offers to subscribe for, underwrite or otherwise acquire, any securities of the Company, nor should it or any part of it form the basis of, or be relied on in
connection with, any contract to purchase or subscribe for any securities of the Group, nor shall it or any part of it form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever. This communication is not a prospectus within the meaning of the Swiss Financial
Services Act (the "FinSA") and will not be reviewed by any competent authority. Any offer of securities of the Company will be made solely by means of, and on the basis of, a prospectus that will contain, among others, detailed information about the Company, the Group and its management,
the offered securities (specifically the associated rights, obligations and risks) as well as the offer itself. This communication is not advertisement in the sense of article 68 of the FinSA. Any person considering the purchase of any securities of the Company must inform itself independently based
solely on such prospectus (including any supplement thereto). This Presentation does not constitute a recommendation regarding any securities. This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to purchase, any securities in the United States. Securities may not
be offered or sold in the United States absent registration or an exemption from registration under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”). The Company has not registered and does not intend to register any securities under the Securities Act or the securities laws of
any state or other jurisdiction of the United States. The Company does not intend to engage in any public offering of securities in the United States.
Within the member states of the European Economic Area (the “EEA”), this Presentation is being made, and is directed only, at persons who are “qualified investors” within the meaning of Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 (the “Prospectus Regulation“) (“Qualified Investor”). Any person in the EEA
who is not a Qualified Investor should not act on the basis of information contained in this Presentation. This Presentation is not being distributed to, and must not be passed on to, the general public in the United Kingdom. In the United Kingdom, this Presentation is only addressed to qualified
investors within the meaning of the Prospectus Regulation as it forms part of domestic law by virtue of the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 (the "UK Prospectus Regulation"). In addition, this Presentation is only being distributed to and is only directed at (i) persons who are outside of the
United Kingdom or (ii) to investment professionals falling within article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the "FSMA Order") or (iii) persons falling within articles 49(2)(a) to (d), "high net worth companies, unincorporated associations, etc." of
the FSMA Order, and (iv) persons to whom an invitation or inducement to engage in investment activity within the meaning of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 may otherwise be lawfully communicated or caused to be communicated (all such persons together being
referred to as "relevant persons"). Any person who is not a relevant person should not act or rely on this Presentation or any of its contents.
By attending this Presentation and/or by accepting this Presentation and/or any related materials, you agree (i) to be bound by the conditions and restrictions set out herein and (ii) that you will not at any time have any discussion, correspondence or contact concerning the information given at
the Presentation and/or in this Presentation with any of the directors or employees of the Company nor with any of its shareholders, or any governmental or regulatory body without the prior written consent of the Company. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of
applicable securities laws. This Presentation does not constitute investment, legal, accounting, regulatory, taxation or other advice.
THIS PRESENTATION IS NOT AN INVITATION TO PURCHASE SECURITIES OF THE COMPANY OR THE GROUP.
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MONTANA AEROSPACE – FAST RECOVERY, FINANCIALS APPROACHING PRE-COVID
LEVEL
Q3 2020

Q3 2021

yoy change

Net Sales

480,6

548,3

+14,0%

✓

Adj. EBITDA

38,5

43,0

+11,7%

✓

CAPEX spent

-96,2

-92,3

-3,9

✓

Net Debt

639,9*

201,8

-438,1

✓

Equity Ratio

17,0%*

47,9%

+181,8%

✓

in EURm / YoY

Contracted
Sales**

4.300,0

✓

comparison period is 31 December 2020; (**) aerospace only – we calculate Contracted Sales by multiplying the value of parts and shipsets to be delivered to our customers under a long-term supply contract over the contract term at the expected
build rates which are based on forecast information and estimates provided by customers, as adjusted by our management. (***) figure represents contracted sales as per IPO
(*)
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STRONG AND SOLID Q3 FINANCIALS COMPARED TO Q2 2021 (QoQ)

in EURm

Q2 2021
as average of HY figures

Q3 2021

qoq change

Net Sales

174,2

199,9

+14,8%

✓

Adj. EBITDA

11,3

20,4

+80,5%

✓

CAPEX spent

-30,0

-32,4

+2,4

✓

*Note: stand-alone quarterly revenues;
Q2 as average of HY figures
Montana Aerospace
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MULTI-SECTOR STRATEGY ENABLES FULL USAGE OF GROUP SYNERGIES WHILE
KNOW-HOW IS LEVERED OPTIMALLY

•

•

•

Game Changer in the Aerospace supply
chain
Increase in build rates, finish of rampup and winning of highly accretive work
packages as well as market share back
this strategy
Full commitment as integration partner
of choice for OEMs and Tier 1s following
a sustainable build-and-buy strategy

Montana Aerospace

• Development partner for German premium
car manufacturers
• Highly selected and accretive product
portfolio support permanent growth with
sustainable margins
• Technology transfer when it comes to
lightweight manufacturing to adjacent
markets like aerospace
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•

Ongoing global consolidation
supported by possible transaction
within our Energy business with attractive
possibilities for the Energy market in
Americas and upcycling possibilities in
this industry

MULTI-SECTOR STRATEGY ENABLES FULL USAGE OF GROUP SYNERGIES

44%

50%

in EURm

in EURm

in EURm

4%

38%

80

53

Q3 2020

58

Q2 2021

Q3 2021

19

27

29

Q3 2020

Q2 2021

Q3 2021

*Note: stand-alone quarterly revenues;
Q2 as average of HY figures
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89

92

Q2 2021

Q3 2021

64

5%

*Note: stand-alone quarterly revenues;
Q2 as average of HY figures
Montana Aerospace

50%

Q3 2020

*Note: stand-alone quarterly revenues;
Q2 as average of HY figures

E-MOBILITY AND ENERGY CONTRIBUTE TO GROWING REVENUE; AEROSPACE
RECOVERING FASTER THAN EXPECTED

Net Sales QoQ
in EURm

+15%

Net Sales YoY

Adj. EBITDA QoQ

Adj. EBITDA YoY

in EURm

in EURm

in EURm

+14%

199,9 Q3 2021

+81%

20,4

548,3

+12%
Q3 2021

480,6

174,2

38,4

43,0

+35%

+47%

11,3
136,0

15,1
Q3 2020

Q3 2020

Q2 2021 Q3 2021

Q3 2020 Q3 2021

Q2 2021 Q3 2021
*Note: stand-alone quarterly result;
Q2 as average of HY figures

*Note: stand-alone quarterly result;
Q2 as average of HY figures

▪
▪

▪

Extraordinary growth in Energy and E-Mobility mix with a very
strong Aerospace performance given current market
circumstances
Strongest sector specific Covid recovery and also ramp-up in
E-mobility

Montana Aerospace

Q3 2020 Q3 2021

▪
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Strong adj. EBITDA growth reflects further realization of ramp-up as
well as M&A synergy potentials
IPO & MSOP cost account for large part of the adjustment

POSITIVE DEVELOPMENT OF KEY KPIs

Personnel exp. QoQ
in EURm

Personnel exp. YoY

Other OPEX QoQ

Other OPEX YoY

in EURm

in EURm

in EURm

+13%

+10%

44,6

121,7

123,5

23%
of tot.
sales

25%
of tot.
sales

23%
of tot.
sales

39,5

23%
of tot.
sales

+1%

Q2 2021 Q3 2021

23,1

13%
of tot.
sales

Q3 2020 Q3 2021

▪

70,2

71,7

13%
of tot.
sales

15%
of tot.
sales

13%
of tot.
sales

Q3 2020 Q3 2021

*Note: stand-alone quarterly result;
Q2 as average of HY figures

▪
▪

Labour cost increase driven by ramp-up but under proportional
related to production performance
MSOP included into cost (in line with IFRS)

Montana Aerospace

25,5

Q2 2021 Q3 2021

*Note: stand-alone quarterly result;
Q2 as average of HY figures

▪

+2%
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External fees supported fixed cost optimization
Legal advisory cost reduces financial risk of potential future lawsuits

OPERATIONAL EXPANSION ONGOING ALSO REFLECTING INCREASE IN WORKFORCE

FTEs

Operating Cash Flow

in absolute figures

in EURm

+12%

1,7

4.788

EOY 2020 Q2 2021

-10,9
Q2 2021

Montana Aerospace

5.351

Q3 2021

Q3 2021
*Note: stand-alone quarterly result;
Q2 as average of HY figures

▪

5.141

▪

Operating Cash Flow turned around to
a positive result, reflecting the strong
recovery across all sectors
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Increase reflects ongoing expansion
in BCC:
▪ UAC Vietnam: +~280
▪ UAC Romania: +~140
▪ Acquired entities: IH Tech (+~20)
and Cefival (+~60)

AEROSPACE ORDERBOOK UPDATE ON MONTANA AEROSPACE

Contracted Aerospace sales development

7%

2%4%

2%4%

7%

16%

€3.9bn

16%

41%

+ €400m

€4.3bn
2021A

2021A

as per Oct 2021

as per Jan 2021

13%

13%
17%

17%
B737

A320/21

B777

A350

Note: Contracted sales = Contract period x shipset value x MA build-rate estimates
Montana Aerospace
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B787

A330

Others

41%

POSITIVE OUTLOOK SUPPORTED BY SALES GUIDANCE FOR 2021

Qualitative Sector Guidance

Aerospace

• Increasing build rate forecasts of OEMs for single-aisle aircrafts, reflecting future
sales potential
• Positive outlook supported by synergy effects kicking in & attractive M&A market

E-Mobility

• E-Mobility without doubt as a dominant part of the automotive industry
• Strong sales pipeline; focus on industrialization

Energy

Montana Aerospace

• Sector became largest sales contributor amidst positive macro-environment for
energy infrastructure
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PROCEEDS FROM IPO TO SUPPORT THE EXECUTION OF IDENTIFIED M&A PIPELINE
AND ORGANIC GROWTH PROJECTS
Use of Proceeds

Initiatives

Expansion of capacities
and ramp-up of new
capabilities (e.g.
Titanium, Composite)

Organic
Projects
Capacity expansion
and efficiency
improvements (e.g. 3rd
Heavy Press)

Strategic acquisitions

M&A
Projects

Montana Aerospace

Additional M&A
targets to further
consolidate supply
chain
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Status

✓
on track

✓
on track

5 PLANTS IN RAMP UP PHASE – TOTAL INVESTMENTS OF > EUR 400M

Da Nang
(UACV)

Baia Mare
(UACE)

Cazin
(ASTA)

Mediesu Aurit
(UACE)

Mediesu Aurit
(AME)

▪ 900 Employees
(1.000 full rate)

▪ 430 Employees
(1.500 full rate)

▪ ~20 Employees
(200 by 2024)

▪ 150 Employees

▪ 2.000 / 2.200 FAI
qualified 2021 YTD

▪ 700 / 900 FAI qualified
2021 YTD

▪ Wire drawing and
rolling

▪ Hard alloy cast house
and 8,300t extrusion
press

▪ 270 Employees
(300 full rate)

▪ 1.550 / 2.200 FRP1
delivered 2021 YTD

▪ 540 / 940 FRP1
delivered 2021 YTD

▪ First start of
production 08/2021

▪ First Extrusions trials
planned for Oct. 2021

▪ Full production
starting Jan. 2022

▪ Full production
starting Jan. 2022

Montana Aerospace

▪ Start of production
planned by Jan. 2023
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▪ Cast house and 2
extrusion presses

PROCEEDS FROM IPO TO SUPPORT THE EXECUTION OF IDENTIFIED M&A PIPELINE
AND ORGANIC GROWTH PROJECTS
Use of Proceeds

Initiatives

Expansion of capacities
and ramp-up of new
capabilities (e.g.
Titanium, Composite)

Organic
Projects
Capacity expansion
and efficiency
improvements (e.g. 3rd
Heavy Press)

Strategic acquisitions

M&A
Projects

Montana Aerospace

Additional M&A
targets to further
consolidate supply
chain
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Status

✓
on track

✓
on track

MONTANA AEROSPACE FOLLOWS ITS STRINGENT M&A PLAN – EXECUTING AND
DELIVERING, AS PROMISED DURING THE IPO PHASE

April 2021
• Montana

August 2021
• Signing of

Aerospace
enlarges core
competence in
titanium through
acquisition of
100% of CEFIVAL
in France

acquisition of
remaining 25% of
ASTA PPE in
Brazil

May 2021
• Montana Aerospace

diligence on a
major copper
target in Americas
– fostering market
consolidation in
South America

September 2021

• Montana Aerospace

acquires remaining
75% of IH TECH – a
further step into the
fields auf automation
and robotics

signs full takeover of
ASCO Industries – a
leading supplier of
high-end
components and
structures

MA, 03 May 2021

Montana Aerospace
acquires IH TECH

Montana Aerospace

November 2021
• Confirmatory due
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WORLD CLASS LEADER OF HIGH LIFT DEVICES, LARGE STRUCTURAL PARTS AND
COMPLEX MECHANICAL ASSEMBLIES MADE OUT OF ALUMINUM, TITANIUM AND STEEL
Overview

€

~260m

~1,200

Revenues
between 2018-20

Employees

4

ONE STOP SOLUTION FOR HIGH-LIFT MECHANISMS
& COMPLEX MECHANICAL SUB-ASSEMBLIES

~140k m2

Manufacturing
Sites

Covered Industrial
Surface

Product Portfolio
High Lift Mechanisms

Complex Structural
Parts & Assemblies

Own IP & single source on important

Interfaces &
Attachments

high-lift mechanisms

Titanium machining specialist

Aluminium high-speed machining for
large complex components

Montana Aerospace
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OUTLOOK

Montana Aerospace

1

Market dynamics and our strategic foresight enable a constant
increase in sales up to a level of around EUR 750m for this year
(excluding any pending/further M&A activity)

2

Operations results are moving towards a positive bottom line by
great unit performance and with E-Mobility reaching the sector
break even we will reach profitability faster than expected

3

Through organic growth and improved efficiency effects from new
plants kicking in we can position us as a frontrunner in the recovering
aerospace industry

4

Due to the market dynamics, we see that our Build-and-Buy
strategy is right for the current environment. Moving fast and
strongly is required to harvest maximum benefit

5

Record build rates were announced recently, putting suppliers
under pressure as many smaller competitors already maxed out their
financial resources during Covid
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CONSOLIDATION IN THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRY IS PROGRESSING FASTER
THAN EXPECTED
MACROECONOMIC CATALYSTS CREATE ATTRACTIVE ENVIRONMENT
Major window
of opportunity
existing

✓ Know-How pool
and IP USP

Rapid market
consolidation
ongoing

Earlier than
expected
recovery

Financial
pressure on
small players

✓ Enlarged scale boosts
synergies

Attractive
market
conditions

✓ Experienced management
& broad partner network

OEMs prefer
single supplier
of choice

✓ Partner of choice for
leading OEMs

A capital increase enables Montana Aerospace to harvest the full market potential, moving fast and strong.
Additionally, the liquidity and volume of the stock will benefit from this, further improving our attractivity for investors.

Montana Aerospace
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